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Bagh Bakri belongs to the family of hunt games involving prey and predator, with the 
prey being much larger in number than the predator. These games are found carved 
into stone slabs in historic monuments and temples across  India. One of the variants 
of this game is known as Bagh Chal, which is also the national game of Nepal. In 
Europe, this game is known as Fox and Geese.

OBJECTIVE:  Player controlling the tigers wins when 12 goats are captured.
   Player controlling the goats wins when both tigers are blocked.

HOW TO PLAY:
PHASE 1

PHASE 2: Once all 24 goats have been placed (a few goats may have been captured by now)

WINNING

5. A goat cannot capture a tiger 
nor jump over another goat.

4. When all 24 goats have been 
placed, goats can also start moving to 
any adjacent vacant point.

6b. Goat wins when both tigers are 
blocked.

6a. Tiger wins when 12 goats are captured.

GAME TYPE : STRATEGY  NO. OF PLAYERS : 2   PLAYING MATERIAL : 24 GOATS & 2 TIGERS

1. Start by placing tigers as shown. The game 
proceeds with the two players taking turns. 

2. In the goat’s turn introduce a 
goat on any vacant point.

b. A tiger can capture a goat by     
jumping to a vacant point behind 
it on the line.

3. In the tiger’s turn one of the 2 tigers can be moved.
a. either move a tiger to any adjacent 
vacant point connected by a line

OR
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Chaupad or Pachisi is a race game popularised in the west as Ludo, and in the USA 
as ‘Parcheesi - the Royal game of India’. Great kings like Akbar & Mummadi   
Krishnaraja wodeyar were connoisseurs of this game & there are probable references to 
this game in the epic Mahabharata too. While Akbar had a life-size game etched in 
his courtyard in Fatehpur Sikhri, Mummadi Wodeyar modified the 4 handed game to 
8 and 12 handed games with spiritual implications.

OBJECTIVE:  Player to get all 4 pawns to the finish square is the winner.
   
HOW TO PLAY:

WINNING

GAME TYPE : RACE  NO. OF PLAYERS : 2-4  PLAYING MATERIAL : 4 PAWNS PER PLAYER & DICE

1. Start by placing pawns as shown. Pawns 
move in anti-clockwise direction (shown for 
green pawn), based on dice count.

2. Roll both dice and move either 2 pawns 
independently or 1 pawn for the sum on both 
dice. 
If you roll a ‘doublet’ (that is, same number on 
both dice) player can also move a pawn-pair.

4. When two pawns (of a player) land on the 
same square they form a “pawn-pair”. The pair 
can be broken anytime during the game. 
Only a pawn- pair can cut  another pawn-pair. 
Pawn pairs can cut single pawns.

6. Player to get all 4 pawns to the finish 
square first, is the winner.

3. A pawn is cut when an opponent pawn lands 
in the same square. The cut pawn must restart 
the game (from the square shown) in the next 
turn before other pawns can be moved.

5. Before entering the finishing row, player must cut at 
least one opponent pawn. To enter the finish square, 
exact dice count must be rolled.
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Navkankari translates to nine pebbles and shares commonalities with the game 
tic-tac-tœ. Like many other ancient games, this game and its variants have also 
been found carved into stone slabs in temples and other historic monuments all over 
the world. It is commonly known in Europe as Morris or Merels game. 

OBJECTIVE:  The player to capture 7 pawns first, wins the game. An opponent pawn is captured every time a 
player makes a ‘mill’ (line of 3 pawns of same colour).

HOW TO PLAY:

WINNING

5. Pawns cannot be moved back and forth to 
make the same mill.  A new mill may have same 3 
pawns in a new line or with atleast one new pawn 
in the same line

GAME TYPE : STRATEGY  NO. OF PLAYERS : 2   PLAYING MATERIAL : 9 PAWNS FOR EACH PLAYER

1. Take turns in placing your pawns 
on the board, at the intersections of 
the lines. 

2. When a player makes a mill, any 
opponent pawn maybe captured, 
except as mentioned in rule 3.

4. After all 9 pawns are played, take 
turns to move pawns to adjacent 
vacant points.

6. The first player to capture 7 pawns 
wins the game.

3. Pawns in mills cannot be captured 
unless there is no other option.

3 pawns of same 
colour on the same 
line, form a mill

3 pawns of same colour 
on different lines are not 
considered a mill

MAKING A MILL
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Chaturanga literally means 4 angas or limbs, which are symbolically represented by 
the 4 branches of an army - elephant (minister), horse, ship & soldiers. The game    
developed during the gupta period, came to be known as  Shatranj and later as 
Chess. Chaturanga is believed to be the common ancestor of chess, shogi, makruk, 
xiangqi and janggi games. 

WINNING

3. When a King is captured, that  players pawn’s may 
not move, but can be captured by opponents. Player 
whose partner has lost all the pawns has to play the 
game with one army only.

GAME TYPE : STRATEGY  NO. OF PLAYERS : 2-4   PLAYING MATERIAL : 8 PAWNS FOR EACH PLAYER

5. During a player’s turn, if the pawn indicated 
by dice roll is captured or blocked, the player 
loses that turn. 

4. If a king occupies the original space of the       
partner's king, then the player commands both 
forces. At both dice rolls, player may chose to move 
one’s own or the partner’s pawns. 

6. The player to capture all of opponent’s 
pawns wins the game.

OBJECTIVE:  The player to capture all the opponent’s pawns wins the game. 

HOW TO PLAY: The game is played in partnership, red with yellow and blue with green.
Game rules are based on the reconstructions by RC Bell

1. Start by placing pawns as shown. Players seated 
opposite one another form partnerships (allies) and 
play progresses in turns.

2. A player makes a move based on dice roll. If a 
pawn lands on a square occupied by an opponent 
pawn, that pawn is captured. A player must capture 
the partner's pawn if there is no other possible move. 

King: Moves one 
square at a time in 
any direction.

Miss the turn

Soldier: Moves one 
square forward.        
Only for captures,    
soldier moves diagonal 

Ship: Moves 2 
square diagonal, 
jumping over pawns,  
if needed.

Elephant: Moves      
horizontal or vertical, 
through any number of 
unoccupied squares. 

Horse: Moves in the 
shape of L 

DICE COUNT
AND MOVES 

OR 

Green pawns cannot move anymore

Captures

Green king occupies blue king’s position
Green player now controls blue pawns

No move for 
blue ship

No move for 
green elephant

Green wins the game

OR 


